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Welcome!

Welcome to Engineer the future
Engineer the future is an alliance between businesses, educational
institutions and organisations.
We believe that knowledge and technology change the world, and
our stated aim is to inspire the entire population of Denmark to
share our conviction.
In Denmark, we provide the very best conditions for contributing
and participating at the very forefront of technological development.
If we can identify and exploit this potential, and if we have the
capability to create solutions in both the present and the future
technological arena, Denmark’s standing on the global market will
be much stronger. It will create growth in Danish companies and
generate more and new jobs. Consequently, Engineer the future is
an important alliance.

Emma turns waste into energy. For Emma, problem-solving is key,
and she wants things to work. Emma is a mechanical engineer.

Knowledge and technology are
changing the world
There is a shortage of engineers and natural science graduates
in Denmark, and the shortfall is expected to grow over the next
30 years. This is hugely challenging for businesses, for Danish
society and for our future prosperity.
The engineering profession and science degree programmes are
vital if we are to address major global challenges such as
climate change, resource issues and common diseases like
cancer and diabetes.
The Engineer the future alliance has the capacity to ensure even
greater visibility and recognition of the engineers and MSc
graduates behind the innovation, growth and results.

Who is
changing
the world?

Stefan is the interface between the digital and the analogue world and aims to eliminate the boundary between people and IT.
He studies ICT engineering and works with embedded software.

Turning
words
into action

Watch the videos at
engineerthefuture.dk
Scan here to go directly to the site:

We put faces to names!
We don’t know enough about engineers: who they are, how
they work, and everything they can do to change the world.
Engineer the future addresses this issue.
We put faces to the names, and we tell the engineers’ stories.
We explain the changes they make, on all kinds of platforms:
from biographies and press articles to Facebook ambassadors
and an entire universe of profiles on our website.
Our ‘Book an expert’ concept also helps put a face to a name.
We train engineers and technology experts in communication
skills. Once they are trained, we encourage them to visit
schools to talk to students about what they are passionate
about and the changes they are making to the world. We
expect the visit to give students hands-on experience.

Niels makes the city greener by changing the energy system.
He works as an energy planner and is a qualified engineer, specialising in sustainable energy.

Two focus
areas provide
the framework

We focus our efforts on
the following two areas:
Education
It is important to start early. Technology and natural sciences must
be upgraded across the entire education system, from primary
school to universities, and we must stimulate students’ interest.

Reputation
We need to encourage the population and young people to view
engineers and MSc graduates in a more positive light, and we
must highlight the potential of a technology or natural science
degree.
Our current activities are always posted on our website at www.
engineerthefuture.dk. We prefer to work at a national level and in
collaboration with the strongest operators in the field to ensure
that all activities are viable and have firm footing.

Martin wants to develop an effective vaccine against malaria or cancer and the aim of his current project is to
activate the body’s own immune cells. Martin is an engineer specialising in pharmatechnology.

We are a strong partnership
Engineer the future has gathered a strong group
of businesses, educational institutions and
organisations, and even though many are
competitors, everyone realises how necessary and
valuable it is to make a joint, coordinated effort.

The more we are ...
We are on the way, but we need more to join us
so that our alliance can grow bigger, stronger and
more influential. Our aim is to create a technological alliance for the future, with knowledge,
information, awareness, influence, development
and new networks that reach a broad public.

Join our alliance
If you would like further details, you are welcome
to contact us at info@engineerthefuture.dk

Anne-Cæcilie designs railways in Africa and changes everyday life for the locals. The trains will soon be able to
run at 120 km/h instead of 30 km/h. Anne-Cæcilie is an engineer specialising in load-bearing structures.

Behind
the alliance

Stefan, 28

Hamdi, 25

Anders, 21

Emma, 22

Anne Cæcilie, 27

Martin, 25

Niels, 29

Ida, 27

Jonas, 23

Thank you to all of the young men and women who participated in our visibility campaign and who help get our message across to people at home.

Engineer the future.dk
www.engineerthefuture.dk
facebook.com/engineerthefuture
instagram.com/instaingenior
twitter.com/etfdk
linkedin.com/company/engineer-the-future

